Introduction
Pressure measurement is generally used for investigating details of flow fields quantitatively in fluids measurement experiments. It is necessary for the pressure measurement to make a preparation of making a hole in an object surface, tubing pressure guide tubes, the other pressure tube connecting to a location to measure the reference static pressure of main flow or an atmospheric pressure as a reference, and connecting them to the pressure sensors.
From past studies, points of attention to evaluate difference pressure were reported that evaluable frequency was limited by Helmholtz resonance or the phase change of the pressure due to pressure-measurement-hole dimensions, the length and the volume of the pressure guide tube [1] [2] . Therefore, for unsteady pressure evaluation, it is needed to design favorable pressure measurement system depending on evaluation frequency of the pressure, and put the pressure sensor into the object as close to the object surface as possible, if possible, the measurement surface of the pressure sensor is How to cite this paper: Tadakuma preferable to put on the object surface in parallel and in no small step. On the other hand, for steady state pressure measurement in averaged evaluation, it is necessary to wait a time to reach a constant measurement pressure [3] because the pressure guide tube from measurement holes to pressure sensor is long in terms of experiment efficiency.
The difference pressure measurement is usually conducted in wind tunnel. The wind tunnel originally has characteristics of static pressure fluctuation, called pulsation, due to resonance of tunnel mode in wind tunnel duct and resonance of edge-tone mode in open test section, which is very low frequency up to about 3 Hz, by all means, depending on wind tunnel configuration, dimension and so on [4]- [7] . In recent years, in motor vehicle industry, wind tunnels which can generate gustiness of incoming flow in low frequency turbulence were constructed to investigate the aerodynamic effect of the vehicle body in simulated natural environment [8] [9] . That is, it is increasing the necessity to measure the difference pressure around the object in the pressure fields with low frequency fluctuation. When the difference pressure measurement is conducted by such wind tunnel with low frequency fluctuation, it is concerned about the possibility of causing an error of difference pressure due to the difference of delay time between pressure sensor side and reference pressure side, which results from the difference of the tube length and the internal diameter.
Therefore, the purposes of this study were to achieve a simple and quick approach to estimating the delay time and time variation of measurement pressure, due to the length and internal diameter of pressure guide tube, for favorable design of pressure measurement system. Past studies reported an estimated equation which could calculate the delay time and the time variation [1] [10] , but was different from author's experiment result, so this study started from basic equation introduction. In this paper, we report the comparison of delay time between estimation and experimental results for the validity of the prediction equation. 
Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

Measurement of Delay Time
The delay time and time variation in pressure was measured in accordance with following procedure; The targeted pressure was applied to the pressure guide tube from pressure controller, the time series pressure data was started to measure, the pressure of measurement-hole side was suddenly released (initial pressure p ei and released pressure p ef at exit side) and continue to measure until the difference pressure to zero. Table 1 shows test cases and test conditions. It can be evaluated the effect of the magnitude of applied pressure, the length and the internal diameter. In our wind tunnel testing, three types of tube shown in Table 1 are used conventionally. Therefore the tubes are chosen for this study, in spite of difference of the material. Figure 1 shows schematic view of supposed pressure measurement system. How to determine the prediction formula calculating the time variation in pressure is considered when the pressure of measurement-hole side was suddenly released (initial pressure p ei and released pressure p ef at exit side). The mass change Vdρ due to the density change in the pressure guide tube is equaled to mass flow rate e m  in a time at tube exit, then the relationship is indicated by Equation (1).
Test Cases
Approach to Constructing a Prediction Formula of Delay Time of Measurement Pressure
Here, V is volume of pressure guide tube, ρ is fluid density in pressure guide tube, e m  is mass flow rate at exit of pressure guide tube. t is time. It is presumed that the flow in pressure guide tube is laminar flow, therefore the mass flow rate e m  can be expressed by Equation (2) 
Here, ρ ef is fluid density at exit of pressure guide tube after pressure suddenly released. D is internal diameter of pressure guide tube. P m is pressure of sensor side. p ef is pressure at exit of pressure guide tube after the pressure suddenly released. μ is viscosity of fluid, L is length of pressure guide tube. Assuming isentropic change in pressure guide tube, Equations (3) and (4) expresses the relationship between pressure and density at sensor side and exit side. Here, the density ρ in Equation (1) assumed uniform density distribution in pressure guide tube. Therefore, the density ρ m of the sensor side differs from the density ρ in Equation (1) . Considering the pressure gradient being a constant through the tube from the sensor side to exit side and assuming the isentropic change, using the density of sensor side ρ m and the density of the exit side ρ ef , the density ρ in Equation (1) and the differential form can be expressed by Equation (5) Separable equation expressed by Equation (7) can be derived from Equations (1), (2), (4) and (6) . Resolving Equation (7) provides Equation (8) 
Comparison of Time Variation in Pressure between Prediction and Experimental Result
Effect of Length and Internal Diameter of the Tubes
Conclusion
An experimental and analytical study on estimating delay time and the time variation of measurement pressure was conducted to design favorable difference pressure mea- 
